Abstract The iron spin transition directly affects properties of lower mantle minerals and can thus alter geophysical and geochemical characteristics of the deep Earth. While the spin transition in ferropericlase has been documented at P~60 GPa and 300 K, experimental evidence for spin transitions in other rock-forming minerals, such as bridgmanite and post-perovskite, remains controversial. Multiple valence, spin, and coordination states of iron in bridgmanite and post-perovskite are difficult to resolve with conventional spin probing techniques. Optical spectroscopy, on the other hand, can discriminate between high and low spin and between ferrous and ferric iron at different sites. . This implies that octahedrally coordinated Fe 3+ in bridgmanite is low spin at P >~40 GPa.
alter geophysical and geochemical characteristics of the deep Earth. While the spin transition in ferropericlase has been documented at P~60 GPa and 300 K, experimental evidence for spin transitions in other rock-forming minerals, such as bridgmanite and post-perovskite, remains controversial. Multiple valence, spin, and coordination states of iron in bridgmanite and post-perovskite are difficult to resolve with conventional spin probing techniques. Optical spectroscopy, on the other hand, can discriminate between high and low spin and between ferrous and ferric iron at different sites. . This implies that octahedrally coordinated Fe 3+ in bridgmanite is low spin at P >~40 GPa.
Main Text
It has been reported that the spin transition of iron in lower mantle minerals can greatly impact physical and chemical properties of the deep Earth [Badro, 2014; Badro et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2013] . For example, highpressure experiments at room temperature have identified anomalies in elastic and transport properties of ferropericlase (Fp) across the spin transition at P~60 GPa [Goncharov et al., 2006; Keppler et al., 2007; Marquardt et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015] ) which may help elucidate seismic signatures and geodynamic processes of the lower mantle [Huang et al., 2015; Marquardt et al., 2009; Vilella et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015] . It has also been proposed that the spin transition can affect the iron partitioning coefficient between mantle phases due to the associated decrease in iron's atomic volume [Badro et al., 2003; Burns, 1993] . Yet there are many unknowns in the exact role of spin transitions in the deep Earth.
Pressure-induced spin transitions have now been identified in multiple minerals that may be present in the lower mantle [Badro, 2014; Lin et al., 2013] . However, the mechanism, pressure, and compositional dependence of the spin state of bridgmanite (Bdgm), the most abundant lower mantle phase, remains controversial [Badro et al., 2004; Catalli et al., 2010 Catalli et al., , 2011 Dorfman et al., 2015; Kupenko et al., 2015; Li et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2012; McCammon et al., 2010; Mohn and Trønnes, 2016; Zhang and Oganov, 2006] . The main reason for this controversy arises from its crystal chemical complexity, in which the iron can be distributed between two nonequivalent crystallographic positions: large pseudododecahedral (A) sites and relatively small octahedral (B) sites [McCammon, 1997] [Hsu and Wentzcovitch, 2014; Hsu et al., 2012 Hsu et al., , 2010 Hsu et al., , 2011b Mohn and Trønnes, 2016; Yu et al., 2012] . This theory-based view has found experimental support [Catalli et al., 2010 [Catalli et al., , 2011 Lin et al., 2012] but is not yet widely accepted [Kupenko et al., 2015; McCammon et al., 2010] . Earlier studies of the Bdgm spin state via X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) [Badro et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004] , a technique that is not site and valence specific, yielded an averaged spin moment for all iron ions at all possible crystallographic sites. Mőssbauer spectroscopy (traditional or synchrotron) can be used to infer the iron oxidation/spin states as well as the site occupancies, but the relation of hyperfine parameters to various iron states is not straightforward, and as a result, the interpretation of Mőssbauer spectra is generally inconclusive [Dyar et al., 2006] . Combined XES and Mössbauer studies helped to partially resolve the problem [Catalli et al., 2010 [Catalli et al., , 2011 Dorfman et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016] but are still inefficient in probing a broad range of chemical compositions because they require extraordinary access to synchrotron X-ray sources.
Alternatively, the spin and valence states of iron in a host mineral may be probed by optical absorption methods [Burns, 1993; Keppler et al., 2007; Lobanov et al., 2015 Lobanov et al., , 2016a which are fast (seconds to minutes, compared to hours for XES and Mősbauer) and do not require synchrotron sources. Unfortunately, at the time of previous optical studies of Bdgm [Goncharov et al., 2008; Keppler et al., 2008] , the complexity of iron states in the mineral was not fully understood, and as a result, these studies did not explain how the optical spectra of Bdgm would change across various spin transition scenarios. Consequently, optical studies of the Bdgm spin state were discontinued.
The goal of this work is to address optical absorption and crystal field characteristics of mixed-valence ironbearing minerals, such as Bdgm, across the spin transition. To this end, we use iron-bearing new aluminous phase (NAL) as a representative model of such compounds with a spin transition in Fe 3+ O 6 at~40 GPa [Wu et al., 2016] . Recently, a Mőssbauer study of iron-bearing NAL has shown that ferric and ferrous irons are distributed between two edge-sharing crystallographic sites, B and C, at ambient conditions [Wu et al., 2016] . The trigonal prismatic site B hosts both Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ , while the octahedral site C accommodates Fe 3+ only.
A spin transition in Fe 3+ at the C site occurs at~40 GPa and 300 K, while the B site remains in HS up to at least 80 GPa [Wu et al., 2016] ). This spin transition of the C-site Fe 3+ and the accompanying volume and elastic anomalies have also been confirmed by a recent first-principles study [Hsu, 2017] . Remarkably, the spin transition of the octahedrally coordinated Fe 3+ in NAL is analogous to that in Bdgm [Catalli et al., 2010 [Catalli et al., , 2011 Hsu et al., 2012 Hsu et al., , 2011b Yu et al., 2012] . Hence, changes in the optical absorption of NAL and Bdgm across their respective spin transition must be similar, in accordance with the Tanabe-Sugano diagram for d 5 elements.
Other than the aforementioned crystal-chemical similarities with Bdgm, NAL is an abundant mineral in subducting slabs with an estimated content of up to 20% at P = 15-50 GPa [Ricolleau et al., 2010] and is a characteristic mineral inclusion in lower mantle diamonds [Walter et al., 2011] . Because the spin transition likely affects the partitioning of iron in the NAL-bearing lower mantle, the iron content of NAL inclusions in natural diamonds may be used to infer the P-T parameters of the entrapment, similarly to the majorite-garnet composition that has been used to constrain the origin depth of sublithospheric diamonds. The first step toward such a thermobarometer is to characterize the crystal field of NAL across the spin transition.
Here we report room temperature visible and near-infrared (IR) absorption of iron-bearing NAL phase at 0-57 GPa. We confirm the spin transition in Fe 3+ at the C site at 30-47 GPa [Wu et al., 2016] and, for the first time, characterize the crystal field of LS ferric iron, establishing the base for optical studies of the spin transition in iron-bearing mixed-valence minerals at lower-mantle pressures. The measured crystal field splitting energy is in excellent agreement with our first-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT). [Wu et al., 2016] ) were loaded in symmetrical DACs with 300 μm diamond culets. Re gaskets were indented (~45 μm thick) and laser-drilled in the center of the indentation to create a sample chamber (~90-120 μm in diameter). NAL crystals (40-70 μm wide and 10-20 μm thick) were positioned at
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the center of the cavity with several ruby chips put 10-30 μm aside from the sample for pressure determination. Argon pressure medium was gas-loaded at 0.2 GPa.
Absorption spectra were collected using a custom microscope with allreflective relay optics in the visible (10,000-25,000 cm
À1
) and near-mid IR (3000-11,000 cm À1 ) range. For the visible range we used a fibercoupled halogen-deuterium light source focused to a~50 μm spot on the sample. The central portion of the transmitted light (~20 μm) was selected by a confocal aperture and passed to the spectrograph (Acton Research Corporation SpectraPro 500-i) equipped with a 300 grooves/mm grating and a CCD detector operated at 235 K. For the IR range we used a Varian Resolution Pro 670-IR Fourier transform spectrometer with quartz and KBr beamsplitters. The optical setup was described in detail by Goncharov et al. [2009] . After the collections in visible and IR ranges, the spectra were stitched together to evaluate the sample optical absorbance: A(ν) = À log 10 ((I sample À I bckg )/(I reference À I bckg )), where I sample is the intensity of light transmitted through the sample, I reference is the intensity of light passed through the pressure medium, and I bckg is the background reading. All spectra were collected at room temperature. Absorption bands were fitted with a Gaussian function after a linear baseline subtraction.
Theoretical Methods
First-principles calculations based on DFT were performed with the Quantum ESPRESSO codes [Giannozzi et al., 2009] . We used 63-atom supercells (4 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh) of NaMg 2 (Al 5 Si)O 12 and NaMg 2 (Al 4.67 SiFe 0.33 )O 12 to simulate iron-free and iron-bearing (Fe 3+ in the C site) samples, respectively.
The atomic configurations of these supercells are detailed in Hsu [2017] . The PBE-type generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) [Perdew et al., 1996] and ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPPs) generated with the Vanderbilt method [Vanderbilt, 1990] were adopted in our calculations. The USPPs of Mg, Al, Si, O, and Fe are detailed in Hsu et al. [2010] ; the USPP of Na is reported in Garrity et al. [2014] .
Experimental Results
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams predict a 5 T 2g → 5 E g spin-allowed crystal field absorption band for HS Fe 2+ and zero spin-allowed transitions for HS Fe 3+ in NAL phase. Spin-forbidden bands may also be present in the spectra as these may be intensified by magnetic interactions of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ in adjacent edge-sharing B and C sites [Burns, 1993] . Additionally, a Fe 2+ -Fe 3+ intervalence charge transfer (CT) may be expected due to the edge-sharing character of the B and C sites which enhances exchange interactions between the sites [Burns, 1993] . LS Fe 3+ ( 2 T 2g ground state) has four spin-allowed crystal field transitions; thus, the spin crossover in Fe-bearing NAL phase should be optically apparent, consistent with our visual observations of NAL single crystal compressed to~50 GPa (Figure 1 ).
At near-ambient conditions, the blue color of iron-bearing NAL phase is due to a single, broad absorption feature at~14,500 cm À1 (Figure 2a ). [Burns, 1993; Mattson and Rossman, 1987] . For this reason we assume that the maximum of absorption intensity at 14,500 cm À1 arises from the CT band, obscuring the 5 T 2g → 5 E g band which we presume also contributes to the spectrum at 10,000-15,000 cm À1 . The broadness of the main absorption feature also relates the band at~14,500 cm À1 to the Fe 2+ -Fe 3+ CT as large widths (3000-6500 cm
À1
) have been diagnostic of the CT bands [Mattson and Rossman, 1987] .
The CT band blue-shifts in the 0-40 GPa pressure range with dν/dP = 23 cm
/GPa (Figure 3 ). Upon compression to 40-46 GPa, the CT band softens by~400 cm
and maintains an approximately constant frequency with further pressure increase. At P < 40 GPa, the gradual decrease in intensity is associated with the sample thinning due to compression, while at P~40 GPa, the CT band intensity reduces abruptly (Figure 2a) . Likewise, an increase in the CT band intensity is observed on decompression upon the LS-HS transition while the change in sample thickness is small (Figure 2b ). We propose that the magnetic coupling in the Fe 2+ -Fe 3+ pair is suppressed across the HS to LS transition as the number of unpaired electrons in Fe 3+ , which are necessary for the magnetic coupling of the edge-sharing B and C sites [Cox, 1980] , is reduced from five (HS) to one (LS). Similar intensity and are due to uncertainties in spectra deconvolution. Inset: Fe 3+ low spin fraction at site C based on decompression data in Figure 2b and Supplementary Table S1 . Error bars are 2*sigma uncertainties to the area of LS Fe 3+ peak. The grey region corresponds to the spin transition pressure range of a similar NAL sample studied by synchrotron nuclear forward scattering and X-ray diffraction [Wu et al., 2016] .
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variations of the CT band may take place in Bdgm across its spin transition as well as in other iron-bearing mixed-valence compounds, such as post-perovskite (Ppv), increasing the minerals' transparency and, hence, their radiative thermal conductivity. The variations in CT band intensity and spectral position are consistent with the change in color that is seen at~40 GPa (Figure 1 ) and, together, represent spectroscopic evidence for the pressure-induced HS-LS transition in NAL.
Another interesting absorption feature of HS NAL is a weak band at 22,000 cm
À1
that shows no apparent pressure-induced shift (Figures 2 and 3 [Burns, 1993] .
Simultaneously with the anomalous behavior of the CT band, a new absorption peak centered at 19,200 cm À1 appears in the spectrum (Figure 2a) . The new band blue-shifts with increasing pressure (dν/dP = 46 cm À1 /GPa), which is characteristic of spin-allowed crystal field bands [Burns, 1993] , but the pressure shift is much smaller as compared to that for LS Fe 2+ (88 cm À1 /GPa) in a similar crystal field [Lobanov et al., 2015] . The new band intensifies continuously at 37-46 GPa (Figure 3, inset) , indicating a growing population of the LS states, in excellent agreement with the C-site Fe 3+ LS fraction as determined in Wu et al. [2016] . At P > 46 GPa, this band maintains an approximately constant intensity. At 50.8 GPa, the extinction coefficient of the new band is ε~30 L mole À1 cm
, estimated as ε = A*V f . u. *N A /(d*X), where A = 0.08 is the sample absorbance at the center of the new band (Figure 2a) , V f.u. is the NAL volume per formula unit in liters (7.84 × 10 À26 at 51 GPa [Wu et al., 2016] ), N A is the Avogadro's number, d = 0.0015 cm is the sample thickness, and X = 0.085 is the Fe 3+ molar fraction at the octahedral site [Wu et al., 2016] . Our estimate is in the range of extinction coefficients of spin-allowed crystal field bands [Figgis, 1966] suggesting that the new band is of crystal field origin (d-d band). Accordingly, we assign the band at~19,200 cm À1 to the lowest energy spin-allowed excited state 2 T 1g ( 2 A 2g ) in LS Fe 3+ (Figure 4 ). We have a rough check on this assignment by accepting the Racah parameter B = 600 cm À1 , based on the reported values of B = 540-650 cm À1 for ferric iron in an octahedral coordination [Burns, 1993; Sherman and Waite, 1985] [Burns, 1993; Sherman and Waite, 1985] . Figure 4 ) and, therefore, consistent with the assignment of the new band to the ground-to-lowest energy excited state transition in LS Fe
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A decompression run shows that all the observed variations in optical absorbance are reversible (Figure 2b ), also consistent with the spin transition scenario. However, a small hysteresis was observed for the low-tohigh spin transition such that the 2 T 2g → 2 T 1g ( 2 A 2g ) band was present in the spectra down to~37 GPa (Figures 2b and 3) . Interestingly, the new band reverses the sign of its frequency-pressure shift upon decompression below 44 GPa (Figure 3) , indicating an increase in the crystal field splitting energy at the LS Fe 3+ site upon the LS to HS transformation. This very unusual behavior suggests that the growing number of HS Fe 3+ O 6 units induces local strain in the lattice, imposing additional stress to the yet untransformed LS Fe 3+ sites.
Theoretical Results
To verify that the~19,200 cm À1 band is a result of the 2 T 2g → 2 T 1g ( 2 A 2g ) transition, we computed the crystal field splitting (10Dq) of the LS C-site Fe 3+ in NAL. Using PBE-GGA, we optimized a 63-atom supercell of NAL with one single LS Fe 3+ substituting Al in the C site, namely NaMg 2 (Al 4.67 SiFe 0.33 )O 12 , at the cell volume V = 161.96 Å 3 /f.u., same as observed at P ≈ 40 GPa that marks the beginning of the HS-LS transition [Wu et al., 2016] . The resultant electronic structure (PBE-GGA) is shown in Figure 5 , where the projected density of states (PDOS) onto each atomic species and the total DOS are plotted, with an energy resolution of 0.02 eV. Indicated by the nonzero band gap, PBE-GGA correctly predicts an insulating LS state without the inclusion of the Hubbard U correction. The orbital occupancy and electron charge density of the LS C-Fe 3+ determined by PBE-GGA would thus be accurate, too, as discussed in Hsu et al. [2011a] . It should be emphasized, however, that the Hubbard U correction is still necessary to treat iron in other spin states (and thus the spin transition) in the NAL phase, as detailed in Hsu [2017] . As shown in Figure 5 , the Fe 3d orbitals form several narrow bands around the Fermi level E F (set to zero), giving rise to the Fe PDOS peaks indicated by the green (dotted) line. In the spin-up channel, the two Fe PDOS peaks below E F and the one Fe PDOS peak above E F correspond to the filled t 2g and empty e g bands, respectively. The formation of two t 2g bands indicates that the three t 2g orbitals are nondegenerate due to the distorted Fe 3+ O 6 octahedra, which leads to the broadness of the 2 T 2g → 2 T 1g ( 2 A 2g ) absorption band. The two e g orbitals are still degenerate; only one e g band is formed. The crystal field splitting, derived from the energy difference between the centers of the t 2g and e g bands, is~2.7 eV (~21,800 cm /cell, which marks the beginning of HS-LS transition observed in experiment at 45 GPa [Catalli et al., 2010] , the separation between the t 2g and e g bands is~2.8 eV (22,600 cm À1 ) (Figure 6 ), close to the crystal field splitting energy in LS NAL at 40 GPa (Figures 4 and 5) .
Discussion
Spin transitions occur when the crystal field splitting energy of a cation (10Dq) exceeds its site-specific d-d spin-pairing energy (E p [Ewald et al., 1969] . Indeed, due to the nephelauxetic effect the spin-pairing energy of a cation in a crystal field is 70-85% of the field-free cation value (29,875 cm À1 for field-free Fe 3+ ) [Burns, 1993] . Figure 7 Crystal field splitting energies of iron in an octahedral crystal field of NAL (this study), post-perovskite (Ppv) [Lobanov et al., 2016b] , and siderite [Lobanov et al., 2015] as deduced from optical absorption measurements in DACs at 300 K. Red and blue horizontal bars show high and low spin values, respectively. The crystal field splitting energy of LS Fe 3+ in Bdgm is computed in this work ( Figure 6 ). Light grey vertical bars are approximate spinpairing energies (E p ) of ferric and ferrous iron in a crystal field (estimated as 75-80% of the spin-pairing energy for the field-free cations [Burns, 1993] ). Dark grey bar is E p in Fe(S 2 CNR 2 ) 3 , which contains LS Fe 3+ in an octahedral field, as deduced from optical measurements across the temperatureinduced spin transition [Ewald et al., 1969] . The crystal field splitting energy of Fe 3+ -bearing corundum is at 1 atm [Burns, 1993] .
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P ≈ 40 GPa. This value suggests that the theory-based view of the B-site Fe 3+ spin transition in Bdgm at P > 40 GPa [Hsu et al., 2010 [Hsu et al., , 2011b Yu et al., 2012] is consistent with the direct spectroscopic constraints on the spin-pairing energy in Fe 3+ O 6 compounds (Figure 7 ), such as determined in this work.
This empirical inference can be tested by direct optical observations of a spin transition in Bdgm, for which this work provides an important spectroscopic reference: the 2 T 2g → 2 T 1g ( 2 A 2g ) band at~17,000-22,000 cm À1 is characteristic of octahedrally coordinated LS Fe 3+ . This is justified by the d 5 Tanabe-Sugano diagram as well as the similarity in 10Dq of LS NAL and Bdgm. In further support, an absorption band centered at~17,500 cm À1 is present in the absorption spectra of LS Fe 3+ -bearing Mg 0.6 Fe 0.4 SiO 3 post-perovskite at 130 GPa and 300 K [Lobanov et al., 2016b] which resembles NAL and Bdgm in the distribution of iron in the crystal structure Wu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2012] [Kupenko et al., 2015; Potapkin et al., 2013] . A recent combined XES and Mőssbauer study of the iron spin state in Al-bearing Bdgm with almost all Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ in the A site has revealed that these iron ions remain in the HS state at lower-mantle pressures . Therefore, all iron in Bdgm with Al 3+ > Fe 3+ is likely in the HS configuration at the conditions of Earth's lower mantle. It follows that the theoretically proposed spin transition scenario for Fe 3+ at the B site [Hsu and Wentzcovitch, 2014; Hsu et al., 2012 Hsu et al., , 2010 Hsu et al., , 2011b Mohn and Trønnes, 2016; Yu et al., 2012; Zhang and Oganov, 2006] 
